OUR PROCESS

02. MANUFACTURE
LundHalsey offer the very highest standards of design and manufacture of specialist control solutions. Manufactured in the UK, our team
combine heritage with innovation, using the latest materials and state of the art processes to create functional yet stylish console solutions. You
will also have the opportunity to observe and track the production with factory tours.

01. DESIGN
LundHalsey offer a free, bespoke design service to help you achieve the perfect solution for your control room. A dedicated project manager
will work with you throughout your project, from design to implementation, providing concept drawings and high-quality 3D rendering with
cutting edge design software so you will have an accurate vision of what your product will look like.

PHASE 1 – FLOOR PLAN
Provide us with your floor plan/room dimensions and an equipment list
(Number/size of screens and other equipment that needs to be housed inside
the desks).

PHASE 2 – TECHNICAL DRAWING

03. IMPLEMENT

After your floor plan/room dimensions and equipment list is supplied, we will
produce technical drawings for you to review. Any changes you require will then
be implemented.

At LundHalsey we make
sure that all of our consoles
are easy to install for hassle
free implementation. The
installation will be made
to match your final design
plans to ensure that we
meet your specifications
and our team will ensure
that every piece of
equipment is delivered
safely and on time for piece
of mind.

PHASE 3 – 3D RENDER
Once you are happy with the technical drawings we will prepare a set
of attractive 3D renders to demonstrate how your control room will
look on completion.
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

WORLDWIDE DELIVERY
AND ASSEMBLY
Our consoles are exported worldwide and can
be assembled using our instructional assembly
videos or by our trained engineers.

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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DESIGN MY CONSOLE
OUR NEW CONSOLE CONFIGURATOR

KONTROL COMMAND

1980’S

1990’S

E-TYPE II

FUTURE

OUR STORY
Lund Halsey was founded in 1983 by Chris Lund and Robin Halsey
who were tasked with producing five consoles for a studio in Soho.
They worked tirelessly in a garage, making use of their carpentry
and machining backgrounds to produce the first ever LundHalsey
consoles. The consoles proved such a success that the founders
acquired a factory in the UK and since then, they have steadily
become the global market leader of control room solutions,
renowned for quality and service.

KONTROL COMMAND

E-TYPE II

WWW.LUNDHALSEY.COM
WINNERS OF THE QUEENS AWARD
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

WINNERS AT THE DBA AWARDS 2018

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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PRODUCT RANGE
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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KONTROL COMMAND

(FIXED HEIGHT CONSOLE)

Manufactured in the UK, combining stylish ergonomic design with
functionality, the Kontrol Command console range offers unrivalled
flexibility for command and control rooms. With its modular design,
using a steel bay system, Kontrol Command is easy to install and can
accommodate a wide range of accessories.

Kontrol Command has been awarded
a DBA 2018 design effetivness award.
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

INTEGRATED CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

KONTROL MONITOR ARM SYSTEM

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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INTEGRATED
CABLE MANAGEMENT
•
250KG LIFTING CAPACITY

KONTROL AIR

(HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE CONSOLE)

Manufactured in the UK, combining stylish ergonomic design with
functionality, the Height Adjustable Kontrol Command console range
offers unrivalled flexibility for command and control rooms. With its
modular design, using a steel bay system, Kontrol Command is easy to
install and can accommodate a wide range of accessories.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE KONTROL COMMAND
CONSOLE SECTION - 665MM MINIMUM HEIGHT
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE KONTROL COMMAND
CONSOLE SECTION - 1200MM MAXIMUM HEIGHT

STANDING DESK HEIGHT

SEATED DESK HEIGHT

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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E-TYPE II CONSOLE

(FIXED HEIGHT BROADCAST CONSOLE)

Developed and evolved from over 30 years’ experience in the broadcast
industry, e-Type II is a ground-breaking, modular broadcast console.
The innovative, easy-to-install modular design allows for customisation
and reconfiguration as your studio develops and expands. The e-Type II
can accommodate a wide range of accessories which provide both an
aesthetically appealing finish with maximum functionality.

FEATURES
>
>
>
>
>

Fully modular and reconfigurable
Console mounted 19” equipment pods
Custom configurations for Mixers, RCP’s
and other broadcast equipment
Wide range of optional accessories
The industry-standard console

INTEGRATED CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

CONTROL TOUCH
POWER UNIT

INTERNAL RACK
MOUNTING FACILITY

INTERCHANGEABLE PODS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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CUSTOM PROJECTS
From a single operator console to multi-user control rooms, at
LundHalsey we understand that no two projects are the same.
Our dedicated team are experts in adapting our clients’ specific
equipment, offering bespoke materials and finishes along with
high-quality designs that are tailored to the needs of the size and
purpose of the room.

CUSTOM SERVICES
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Experienced design team
3D layout planning service
Cutting edge design software
Concept drawings / animations
Dedicated project manager
Design mock up & prototyping
Red Dot industrial design award capability

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CAPABILITY
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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CASE STUDY: TV 2 NORWAY
“OUR DESKS WERE DESIGNED ACCORDING TO OUR SPECIFIACTIONS, WITHOUT TV 2 HAVING
TO SPEND A LOT OF TIME IN THIS PROCESS, AND THEY WERE ALL DELIVERED WITHIN THE
AGREED TIMEFRAME AND COSTS.”

“I WOULD NOT HESITATE IN CHOOSING LUNDHALSEY FOR FUTURE PROJECTS.
THE DESIGN, QUALITY AND FLEXIBILITY OF OUR NEW DESKS, COMBINED WITH THE
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE OF LUNDHALSEY, ARE SOME REASONS TO WHY I
WOULD DEFINITLY RECOMMEND THEM TO EVERYONE WHO IS LOOKING FOR NEW
CONTROL AND MONITORING SURFACES.”
DESIGN
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

MANUFACTURE

IMPLEMENT

- Jan Hermundstad, Systems Engineer, Department of Technology, TV 2 Norway

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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MARKET SECTORS
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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TV BROADCAST
LundHalsey TV broadcast consoles are used by leading broadcasters
across the world, with the fully modular e-Type console range now being
recognised as the market-leading broadcast console solution.
With over 100 standard modules, e-Type consoles adapt to meet
exacting requirements but with the ability to be easily expanded and
re-configured as required to meet changes in operation & equipment.
The LundHalsey project management team are able to quickly assist
with detailed designs, stakeholder workshops, drawings & rendered
images for approval prior to manufacture.
Backed by a highly automated manufacturing facility, TV broadcast
projects are delivered to very demanding schedules both for
large and small requirements, whilst meeting the unique specifications
for each project.
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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RADIO BROADCAST
LundHalsey radio broadcast consoles are in use globally by the world’s
leading broadcasters. The LundHalsey design & project management
team are highly experienced, enabling them to quickly assist with
detailed designs, stakeholder workshops, drawings & rendered images
for approval prior to manufacture.
Even in the same facility, radio consoles often have very specific and
unique features. LundHalsey have many years of experience enabling
them to efficiently provide consoles to meet every requirement.
Backed by a highly automated manufacturing facility, projects are
delivered to very demanding schedules, both for large and small
requirements.
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RECENT PROJECTS
>
>
>
>

BBC 1 Radio
BBC World Service
Dubai Radio
BFBS

>
>
>

Botswana
KSA Radio
National Hospital Radio

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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OIL & GAS / INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
With a highly-experienced design and project management team,
LundHalsey has been supporting the most demanding engineering and
project requirements in the global oil and gas industry – from offshore
rigs to onshore refineries, pipelines and distribution centres.
Our modular Centra and Kontrol Command consoles provide state of
the art solutions for the highly demanding technical specifications of the
oil, gas and power industries.
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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SECURITY / MILITARY / DEFENCE
From UK Government Security to global border control in the Middle
East, the security industry has been utilising our specifically designed
console systems for their 24/7 monitoring centres.
Along with Centra and Kontrol Command console ranges, LundHalsey
manufactures a comprehensive range of crisis management and meeting
room tables.
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RECENT PROJECTS
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

BAE
Cassidian
UAE Presidential Palace
RAF
RSAF
UAE Armed Forces
UK Armed Forces
UK Government Services
KSA Border Control
Government Agencies Worldwide

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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AVIATION / TRANSPORT
LundHalsey consoles are in wide use across the world in ATC
applications for both Civil & Military use in both Live &
Simulation applications.
As well as ATC our consoles are used in a wide range of specialist
Aviation sectors including Airport Operation Centres, Baggage Handling,
Customs, Fire Control, Immigration, Lighting, Police & Security.
Our project management team work with some of the world’s largest
Airport operators & System Integrators to deliver world class console
solutions to the exacting requirements of the Aviation Industry.
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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MONITOR STACKS,
ACCESSORIES
& CHAIRS
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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VISIONLINE MICRO ADJUSTMENT BRACKETS

MONITOR STACKS
VISIONLINE
>
>
>
>
>

Multiple possible configurations
Fits any size screen, from 12” through to 120”
Floor standing, floor bolted, mobile, wall mounted
or ceiling mounted options
Modular design
Cost effective solution

KUDOSTACK
SPEAKER STAND

KUDOSTACK
>
>
>
>
>

Industry standard monitor stack
Integrated cable management system
Fits any size screen, from 9” through to 105”
UMD, speaker and clock mounts
Modular design system

VISIONLINE
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

KUDOSTACK

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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ACCESSORIES

KONTROL MONITOR ARM
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

E-TYPE MONITOR ARM

KUDOSTACK PLASMA STAND

ELECTRONICALLY HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TOTEM

KONTROL TOUCH OPEN

KONTROL TOUCH CLOSED

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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CHAIRS
FEATURES
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

24/7 Rated
5 year product warranty
Backrest angle adjustment
to 16 degrees
Air lumber support
Tip-up armrests
Contoured cushions
Seat tilt
Height adjustment
(gas assisted)
5 star base
Double wheel castors
Robust steel frame
Service parts available

AERON
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CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

EMBODY

SAYL

MIRRA II

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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GLOBAL MARKET
RECENT PROJECTS INCLUDE CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS
FOR CLIENTS IN:
AMERICA

AFRICA

>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Canada
USA

SOUTH AMERICA

>
>

Brazil
Guyana

EUROPE

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Russia
Spain
Switzerland
Sweden
Turkey

MIDDLE EAST / ASIA

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

Bahrain
India
Iraq
Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Oman
Pakistan
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Turkmenistan
UAE

OCEANIC STATES

>
>
>
>
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Algeria
Botswana
Egypt
Ethiopia
Ghana
Jordan
Kenya
Nigeria
South Africa
Sudan

Australia
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Portugal

LUNDHALSEY.COM
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LundHalsey, Gatehouse Close, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, HP19 8DE, UK / Company No: 02502850
Tel: +44 (0) 1296 489964 / Fax: +44 (0) 1296 392284 / Email: enquiries@lundhalsey.com
lundhalsey.com

